All student prose writing—personal essays, short fiction, research reports, etc.—may be submitted to this year’s Student Writing Conference. To register, students must either:

1. Submit a hard-copy of their original work together with a completed Registration Form to Leslee Blahut in Miller Hall 101,

2. Email their original work as a file attachment to Prof. Stamps at Michael.Stamps@delval.edu.

Students are also encouraged to organize and submit their essays as part of a topical or thematic panel based on a common course assignment—that is, groups of 3–4 students may submit and present their work as a team. Consult your professors and advisors for topic ideas.

*NOTE TO FACULTY* Announce this upcoming event in your courses with a significant writing component, and directly encourage students to participate in the conference by attaching blank copies of this form to those examples of outstanding writing currently being produced in your classes. (A prize will be awarded to the professor who recommends the most students to present their work at the conference.)

Cash prizes will be awarded to the top papers.

**REGISTRATION FORM**

**NAME**

**MAJOR**

**EMAIL**

**ESSAY TITLE**

**SPONSORING PROFESSOR**

**Top Prize**

$500